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Executive Summary
Notice
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are advised that this report contains references
to people who have since passed away.
The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples recognises that ‘Indigenous
peoples have the right to their traditional medicines and to maintain their health practices, including
the conservation of their vital medicinal plants, animals and minerals’ (art. 24.1). The World Health
Organization (WHO) acknowledges that traditional medicine (TM) has played a fundamental role in
primary health care for thousands of years and continues to be an essential component of public
health around the world. Accordingly, the WHO has taken a leading role in setting international
standards for the development of international and national health policy frameworks and
implementation strategies on traditional medicine worldwide.
In light of the international policy development and increasing use of traditional medicine on a
global scale, this report poses a fundamental question: what is the status of traditional medicine
in Australia? The international literature ranks Australia as ‘high’ – in a scale of the global level of
utilization of traditional medicine – and considered to be at an advanced stage of policy development
in ‘traditional, complementary and alternative medicine’ (TCAM). This report disputes this positioning
and argues that Australia sits at the end of that spectrum occupied by countries in which the policy
process on TM has not yet started. This argument is grounded on the analysis of data provided in
the international literature which exclusively refers to the legal recognition, regulation and financing
of Chinese traditional medicine in Australia, but has no relation whatsoever to the only traditional
medical system which fulfils the WHO’s definition of TM in Australia, that is Aboriginal traditional
medicine:
Traditional medicine is the sum total of knowledge, skills and practices on holistic health care,
which is recognised and accepted by the community for its role in the maintenance of health and
the treatment of diseases. Traditional medicine is based on the theories, beliefs and experiences
that are indigenous to the different cultures, and that is developed and handed down from
generation to generation (WHO/WPRO 2000a: 29)
Thus, if ‘traditional medicine exclusively refers to the indigenous health traditions of the world, in
their original settings’ (Bodeker and Burford 2007: 9), what is the status of Aboriginal traditional
medicine in Australia? This report examines the overarching Commonwealth and Council of Australian
Governments’ (COAG’s) legal and policy framework to determine whether, and the extent to which,
Aboriginal traditional medicine is recognised as a legitimate traditional medical system in Australia.
The legal and policy analysis identifies a foundational flaw: the neglect of Aboriginal traditional
medicine in the current national Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health policy agenda. This flaw
requires investigation of the root causes which underly the neglect of Aboriginal traditional medicine.
The report provides an in-depth analysis of the conceptual underpinnings on which the COAG’s
Closing the Gap health policy agenda rests and it identifies two root causes: a limited application
of the human rights approach to the Closing the Gap Indigenous health policy agenda; and the
predominance of the epistemological foundations of western medicine vis-à-vis Aboriginal traditional
medicine.
The limited application of a human rights approach to the Closing the Gap Indigenous health policy
agenda refers to the absence of key international standards defining Indigenous peoples’ right to
health, that is articles 24.1 and 31. Article 24.1 recognises that ‘Indigenous peoples have the right
to their traditional medicines and to maintain their health practices, including the conservation of
their vital medicinal plants, animals and minerals’. The right of Indigenous peoples to practice their
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traditional medicine is entwined with article 31 which stipulates that ‘Indigenous peoples have the
right to maintain, control, protect and develop their cultural heritage, traditional knowledge and
traditional cultural expressions, as well as the manifestations of their sciences, technologies and
cultures, including human and genetic resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the properties of
fauna and flora, oral traditions…’ and that ‘[i]n conjunction with indigenous peoples, States shall take
effective measures to recognize and protect the exercise of these rights’.
Australia’s disregard of Aboriginal traditional medicine in the national Indigenous health policy agenda
contravenes articles 24.1 and 31. The current Australian government Closing the Gap policy reform
agenda fails to acknowledge the same existence of Aboriginal traditional medicine; it dismisses the
body of traditional medical knowledge embedded within the Aboriginal system of medicine passed
down from generation to generation for thousands of years; it fails to consider the potential role
that the promotion of Aboriginal traditional medicine can have on the health status of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people and their communities; it does not consider the potential contribution
that the inclusion of Aboriginal traditional medicine in a two-way health care model can make in
‘closing the gap’.
The predominance of the epistemological foundations of western medicine vis-à-vis Aboriginal
traditional medicine is identified as the second root cause underlying the disregard of Aboriginal
traditional medicine in Australia’s current Indigenous health policy. The report provides a comparative
analysis of the epistemological foundations of western medicine vis-à-vis traditional medicine to
demonstrate how the prevalence of western science-based medicine and the discount of Aboriginal
traditional medicine are rooted in a process of colonization at the epistemological level. The creation
of a temporal linear progression from a ‘primitive’ Aboriginal traditional medicine to the modern
science-based biomedical model has crystallised, invalidated and relegated Aboriginal traditional
medicine to a place of non-existence. The dismissal of Aboriginal traditional medicine replicates a
process of epistemological colonization whereby a new terra nullius is created and reproduced in
Australia’s current Indigenous health policy, blind to the thousands-year-old Aboriginal medical system.
In light of the identified neglect of Aboriginal traditional medicine in Australia’s current legal and
policy frameworks, this report investigates whether, and the extent to which, Aboriginal traditional
medicine is still practiced. The analysis adopts a statewide approach to provide a case study on
whether, how, and the extent to which, Aboriginal traditional healers continue to practice their
traditional medicine in their communities and within the mainstream health care system. The enquiry
draws on a wide range of interview data undertaken across mainstream and Aboriginal community
controlled health services in remote, rural and urban communities, federal and state government
departments, the criminal justice system, and different Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal organizations and
institutions in South Australia.
The findings of this enquiry identify key issues, challenges and advantages of current arrangements for
the provision of ngangkaṟi1 services across South Australia. Evidence demonstrates that the provision
of ngangkaṟi healing services has a range of benefits. These include: positive health outcomes for
patients; provision of a holistic two-way health care model and a collaborative team-based approach
to Aboriginal health; building community trust in the western health care system; increasing costeffectiveness of health care; reducing cases of misdiagnosis; enhancement of quality health care;
calming effects on patients; enhancing compliance with western medical treatments.
Ngangkaṟi are the Aboriginal traditional healers – men and women – from the Pitjantjatjara, Yankunytjatjara,
Ngaanyatjarra Aboriginal language groups from Central Australia. In this report the terms Aboriginal traditional
healers and ngangkaṟi are used interchangeably as the ngangkaṟi from the APY Lands participated in this
project. This report acknowledges other Aboriginal traditional healers from different language groups who
practice their traditional medicine across Australia.
1
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The key issues and challenges identified in current arrangements for the provision of ngangkaṟi
interventions include: recognition of Aboriginal traditional healers as legitimate health practitioners;
the need of a process of accreditation equipped with accreditation, qualifications and registration
standards; need of a register of accredited ngangkaṟi; lack of a consistent payment schedule and
payment process; need of educational programs for western health practitioners on the role and
practices of ngangkaṟi; lack of a systematic data collection process and database on ngangkaṟi
interventions; lack of a state-wide policy framework.
This report provides a systematic response to the issues and challenges identified in the current
arrangements for the provision of ngangkaṟi services across South Australia. It proposes a new
statewide policy framework which builds on the strengths of current arrangements and untangles
the identified hindrances. The proposed policy framework establishes a two-way health care model
to guarantee the systematic provision of Aboriginal traditional healing hand-in-hand with western
medicine. The new statewide policy framework is grounded on six core constitutive components in
line with the report’s recommendations:
		

1. T
 he Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation as the central body for the
coordination, administration and delivery of ngangkaṟi services;
2. A
 ngangkaṟi accreditation process with qualification, accreditation and registration standards
for the recognition of ngangkaṟi as legitimate health practitioners;
3. A Register of accredited ngangkaṟi;
4. A ngangkaṟi employment scheme grounded on a state-based model;
5. A systematic database on ngangkaṟi interventions;
6. Introduction of health professional training and development modules on the role of
ngangkaṟi in health care.

This statewide policy framework builds on the body of evidence of this enquiry and encapsulates
a new Aboriginal corporation established by the Aboriginal traditional healers from the Aṉangu
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands: the Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation (ANTAC).
The Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation is founded on the principle of selfdetermination, embodies the voice of the Aboriginal traditional healers from the APY Lands and aims
to operate within a two-way health care system.
This report establishes the foundations for the recognition of Aboriginal traditional medicine in
Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health policy. The proposed statewide policy
framework aims to consolidate a two-way health care model to ensure the systematic provision
of Aboriginal traditional medicine hand-in-hand with western medicine. The policy framework not
only aligns Australia with international legal standards and the international public policy agenda
on Indigenous peoples’ traditional medicine, but also advances current Australian governments’
principles and strategies on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health. In particular, it advances the
development of a holistic National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Plan; it integrates the
Closing the Gap policy framework and potentially contributes to closing the gap in Indigenous health
outcomes; it aligns with Australia’s economic development and economic participation strategy for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people; it provides a model to increase cost-effectiveness in
Aboriginal health with the potential reduction in health care expenditure.
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C hapter 5

Western Medical Practitioners and
Ngangkaṟi in Clinical Settings
Doctor…. you and me, we are a bit the same I am the number one ngangkaṟi on the APY Lands,
number one ngangkaṟi on all APY Lands and you are number one doctor! You always go around
putting things in, I always go around taking things out. Yeeh, you are number one doctor and I am
number one ngangkaṟi!
(Interview Medical Practitioner 1)

5.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an in-depth and
multilayered analysis of the relationship between
western medical practitioners and ngangkaṟi
in clinical settings within the South Australian
health care system. It has a threefold aim: to
provide a thorough examination of western
medical practitioners’ perspectives on the role of
ngangkaṟi in Aboriginal health care; to identify
the dynamics and issues arising at the interface
between ngangkaṟi and medical practitioners’
interactions; to draw on medical practitioners’
insights and suggestions to improve current
arrangements and develop a more integrated
two-way health care model.
This analysis draws on interviews with medical
practitioners, including physicians, general
practitioners and psychiatrists. The analysis also
includes insights from other health professionals,
such as psychologists, nurses, health workers
and other clinicians to provide a comprehensive
analysis of the interplay between western health
practitioners and Aboriginal traditional healers in
South Australia’s health care settings.
The chapter is structured in three main sections:
the doctor-ngangkaṟi19 relationship, the ngangkaṟipatient relationship, and the patient-doctor
relationship. This tri-party relationship stands
at the core of the encounter between western
medicine and Aboriginal traditional medicine.

5.2 Doctor-ngangkaṟi relationship
This section provides western medical
practitioners’ perspectives on the role of
ngangkaṟi in Aboriginal health care within clinical
19 In this chapter the term ‘doctor’ is used to indicate all medical
practitioners interviewed, including general practitioners, physicians
and psychiatrists.
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settings. Interviews with medical practitioners are
examined to identify what are the key issues
arising from the doctor-ngangkaṟi relationship; to
collect evidence on the benefits and limitations
of ngangkaṟi services in clinical settings; and to
draw on health practitioners’ valuable inputs to
develop a more inclusive two-way health care
service delivery model.

5.2.1 Degree of interaction
The degree of interaction between medical
practitioners and ngangkaṟi within the South
Australian health care system has a significant
impact on western practitioners’ familiarity with
the role of ngangkaṟi and their healing practices.
The degree of interaction varies according to
two main factors: geographical location of health
services and length of time medical practitioners
have worked in health services where ngangkaṟi
provide their treatments.
I can’t say I have a good overview of
ngangkaṟi, I am a recent person here myself.
I have been here five years…I mainly stay for
a couple of months and we go back a couple
of weeks most of the times (Interview General
Practitioner 2)
I have been working in Aboriginal health
for 34 years. I was the first doctor to live
and work up on the APY Lands. I went out
there in the 1970s when we started the
Pitjantjatjara Homelands Health Service…There
were a lot of active ngangkaṟi in that area,
so quite quickly I found that I was working
alongside ngangkaṟi quite a lot (Interview
Medical Practitioner 2)
I worked with ngangkaṟi very occasionally…
you don’t see them around in urban areas
very often, you know… (Interview Medical
Practitioner 4)

In South Australia, the interaction between
western medical practitioners and ngangkaṟi
in clinical settings is greater in the Aṉangu
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara lands (APY) located
in the far north west of South Australia. It is
in the APY Lands where most of the ngangkaṟi
come from and live.
The first encounter between western health
practitioners and ngangkaṟi in the APY Lands can
be traced back to the mission days. At that time
the relationship between ngangkaṟi and western
health staff was informal. Ngangkaṟi would go in
the clinic if someone was sick, usually the family
called them in. There was an understanding from the
clinical staff that the ngangkaṟi would do their things
and then doctors or nurses would do their bits.
In the late 1970s a more formal recognition of
ngangkaṟi was accorded by the South Australia
Department of Health.
In 1976/1977 the SA Health Department
decided that they should recognise that there
is another medical system out there and that
they should be incorporating the traditional
medical system into their clinics. So it became
the policy that each clinic would employ
a ngangkaṟi in the 1970s…The ngangkaṟi
became employees of the South Australian
Health Department… (Interview Medical
Practitioner 2)
The employment of ngangkaṟi in the clinics was
unsuccessful in the long term,
…but it was a failure because the nurses had
to go out and find and employ a ngangkaṟi.
They were now employed by the South
Australian health bureaucracy, so they were
expected to turn up at 9.00 and stay until
5.00pm, and if there was nothing important
to do the nurse would give them a broom
and say “go and sweep the path”. They were
employed on a salary. Because they weren’t
working all the time, the nurse would give
them menial tasks. Very quickly they stopped
turning up to work and so they got sacked
and that was the end of that program…
(Interview Medical Practitioner 2)
In 1983 Nganampa Health Council was formed
and took over the provision of health services
from the South Australian Health Commission
and the Pitjantjatjara Homelands Health Service.
Since then, Nganampa Health’s clinics located
across the APY Lands are the clinical settings
where the encounter between western medicine

and Aboriginal traditional medicine occurs. It
is within Nganampa Health’s clinics the the
interplay between ngangkaṟi and medical
practitioners mostly takes place.
In some remote and rural areas of South
Australia the degree of interaction and
collaboration between medical practitioners and
ngangkaṟi is either limited or non-existent.
We don’t know any ngangkaṟi, we don’t
know how to get a ngangkaṟi, we don’t
know where they are, we don’t know who
would be appropriate, we don’t have any
association with any. Sometimes I hear that
a ngangkaṟi comes for a funeral and nobody
comes to the health service that day, but
when the ngangkaṟi is gone after the sorry
business everybody comes back. And people
have talked a little bit about what happens,
but not very much, they don’t say very much
(Interview Medical practitioner 5)
…one of the elder men just happened to
mention he was a ngangkaṟi and that he
helped two old men walk, which he had,
because they were walking and they hadn’t
been able to walk before and we didn’t know
why they were suddenly walking. So that was
interesting and it’s just one of the men we all
knew. And I said to the nurses “did you know
he was a ngangkaṟi?” And they said “no”
(Interview Medical Practitioner 5)
I know of them, I’ve met some of them, but
beyond that I haven’t had much to do. As a
doctor I have very little experience with them
here, I don’t know how many doctors here
if they would have much experience with that,
apart from what I came across, but beyond
that, not a lot (Interview Medical practitioner 3)
The least degree of interaction between
ngangkaṟi and medical practitioners is in urban
centres. In urban or metropolitan areas the
contact of ngangkaṟi with the mainstream health
system is sporadic, although in some areas has
at times been more frequent than in others.

5.2.2 Complementary role of
ngangkaṟi
Western medical practitioners acknowledge the
complementary role of ngangkaṟi in the provision
of health care and the complementary nature
of ngangkaṟi interventions. Medical practitioners
who have been working in direct contact with
ngangkaṟi indicate the complementary nature of
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ngangkaṟi’s role in the provision of quality health
care to Aboriginal patients as follows:
…in general we would be there together.
Sometimes there would be more than one
ngangkaṟi. I have had an example where there
was a ngangkaṟi massaging to pull out an
object, a woman dancing around the person
and another Aboriginal man was reading
the Bible as well as me doing my work. My
feeling is that we were certainly always very
appreciated that we were working together;
there was no question that people wanted
that and saw that as being good. I think that
people appreciated what western medicine
had to offer. There was a feeling that western
medicine is more a symptomatic treatment.
For significant conditions there is often some
underlying spiritual issue and that is where
the ngangkaṟi came in. So the ngangkaṟi was
dealing with the underlying spiritual problem
that was causing the disease and I was
treating the disease, treating the symptoms
created by the spiritual disturbance. So it was
complementary. We weren’t clashing. I was
doing part of what people wanted and he
was doing the other part (Interview Medical
Practitioner 2)
…and I also rapidly realized that what I knew
to do was only a little fraction of what was
required to be delivered and that there were a
lot of people in the community, the ngangkaṟi
who had a lot of respect, a lot of trust in
both what they see and what they could do.
In a way when I started working with the
ngangkaṟi I realized that my contribution to
people’s medical care was only a small fraction
of what those people expected, really. So from
the start, I always found that the ngangkaṟi
were inclusive in what I did, they included me
in their work and I tried to include them…
(Interview Medical Practitioner 1)
…we are using medications so we’re treating
from a medication point of view but having
the ngangkaṟi come in, it’s almost treating it
from a psychological point of view and that’s
how I see it and the two go hand in hand
(Interview Psychiatrist 2)
I think it is smart to have it a bit each way; it
is smart to have it each way and it is likely to
be helpful (Interview Medical Practitioner 1)
I had found and I still find that people in
Aboriginal communities they usually come to
people like me after they tried lots of other
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things anyway, and part of that would be
trying and trying and trying what works.
Ngangkaṟi generally is just as part of a daily
activity. And not in the same way, but in a
similar way that people in cities see general
practitioners, they actually try a lot of other
things… (Interview Medical Practitioner 1)
Ngangkaṟi are part of this community, they are
coming and help…It is good for us because if
we’ve got a patient in the clinic, often it may
be 10.00 at night, so the patient is in the clinic
and everybody is upset, then ngangkaṟi can
come in and give them a treatment and make
feel them better: it helps us a lot. If there is a
problem at the clinic, then obviously because
there are several ngangkaṟi in each community,
somebody will be available and sometimes
the family say “oh no, that’s not the right
person for this or something”, but generally
there is someone available (Interview General
Practitioner 2)
I remember a problem that happened very
early on when I was there in the days that it
was quite hard to get people to hospital and
we tried quite often not to send people to
hospital truly. There was a little boy who came
from another community – I think I had been
in the community only three weeks then – he
was staying with relatives in Fregon, he was 10
months old, it was a Friday afternoon, it was
raining. The family brought this little boy to
me because he was hot, he was one year old,
and so he had a fever and he looked pretty
unwell and he had quite a large abcess at the
base of his neck, at the back. It was already
late in the day and in those days we didn’t
have a night airstrip and it was very hard to
get people out of Fregon. I was pretty clear
about what was wrong with him: he had an
abscess on the back of his neck, he needed
intravenous antibiotics, he needed to have the
abcess drained. He needed to go to hospital
but I thought I could probably just keep him
until the next day and not try to treat him
overnight. I was trying to explain this to the
family what we were going to do and they
took the boy away for quite a while and
brought him back and they brought one of
the ngangkaṟi with him. Subsequently I got to
know him very well and I never met this man
before. He looked absolutely clear about the
boy when I looked at him. He said “this boy
has to go to hospital now! Not tomorrow, not
later, this boy has to go hospital now!”

And as every doctor who is pretty sure about
what they are doing, I started having an
argument about this. But it was very clear
that I was on the back foot here and there
were a lot of good reasons for this child
going that night.
It wasn’t that the ngangkaṟi tried to cure this
child, it wasn’t that the ngangkaṟi thought
he could fix the child. It was actually that
the ngangkaṟi had a place himself in a social
situation: he was well and truly across the
anxiety that this family who was looking
after this child for someone else was feeling.
He was absolutely across of the idea that
this was something that couldn’t be fixed
in Fregon and he was absolutely across of
the idea that it may be dangerous to keep
the child overnight. It was really… really
something that stuck with me. We came
to an equitable agreement and we actually
managed to get that child out that afternoon.
It was just an illustration of how foreign I was
and how incompetent I was, and how this
person who really had no medical training,
but he had a lot of social and psychological
skills and decided that this was inappropriate
management (Interview Medical Practitioner 1)
Medical practitioners reveal how ngangkaṟi can
play a fundamental role in the treatment of
medical cases in which western medicine has
difficulties to deal with.
There are other things where we don’t have
very good answers to the problem and
sometimes they take over, the family will
take them to a ngangkaṟi or bring ngangkaṟi
to take over because there is something that
we haven’t really helped, like they’ve got a
headache or something and we can’t see a
medical response that fix their problems, so
they go to a ngangkaṟi instead (Interview
General Practitioner 2)
We had some business recently where it was
outside the range of the health professionals;
it would have been really good to have a
ngangkaṟi there because it was family business
problems and it wasn’t something we could
deal with, we didn’t have the skills to deal
with these kind of business problems, that
was making this person sick. So the person
whose problem was, she drew what the
problem was on a piece of paper and said
“this is what it is”, which was a whole lot
of circles and lines. And she said: “this is

my problem”. And I said “I’m sorry, I don’t
understand what this means”. And she said “a
ngangkaṟi would understand this”. And I said
“sorry, I’m a whitefella and I don’t understand,
we need to find you a ngangkaṟi”. She said
“well…”; that was the end of the conversation.
I said to people “we got any ngangkaṟi?” She
went away and she came back, I haven’t seen
her since she came back. So maybe she went
and found one. At that time…I didn’t know
how to find one and nobody knew how
to find one. I didn’t realize we had money,
which would have been different ’cause if you
can get one from the APY Lands that would
be different (Interview Medical Practitioner 5)
Health professionals working with medical
practitioners in clinical settings where ngangkaṟi
can be accessed reinforce the complementarity
between western medical care and ngangkaṟi
interventions.
I always ask if someone tells me they are
sick, I often say to them “Have you seen a
ngangkaṟi?” I think people turn to each, they
will go to the clinic and ngangkaṟi (Interview
Registered Nurse 3)
They allow us to do all our essential work
first and then we just respectfully step back
and allow them to do their bit. We got an
understanding of western medicine and I don’t
understand what ngangkaṟi do, but I have a
great deal of respect for what is important in
their culture, so I just step back and let them
do whatever it is (Interview Registered Nurse 1)
I think a lot of our people tend to have faith
in both camps; they rely on the ngangkaṟi as
well as western medicine (Interview Registered
Nurse 2)
Apart from my personal view, I am always
happy to get a ngangkaṟi if someone asks
to see a ngangkaṟi. I think if people want
ngangkaṟi we should provide them to our
patients and I’ve been always keen to get
ngangkaṟi in for our patients. If this is what
they want, I have no problems whatsoever to
facilitate the provision of ngangkaṟi to patients
(Interview Registered Nurse 2)
Often they work outside of the clinic but
occasionally they come in the clinic and as a
health service we always check with people if
they want to see the ngangkaṟi or if they had
seen a ngangkaṟi when they came in. Quite
often it was very helpful; I found that people
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usually see both, they see both the ngangkaṟi
and the clinic (Interview Registered Nurse 3)
It’s two ways. There are two-way medicine
pathways (Interview Mental Health Worker 1)
Medical practitioners and health professionals
who have not had a lot of exposure to
ngangkaṟi, express interest and willingness to
explore ways of collaborating with them within
the health care system.
Yes, I’d love to work side by side. Oh yeah, I
don’t mind doing that. One of the things that
we talked about… that instead of me staying
here consulting, I’d go out into the bush and
consult. And that’d be an opportunity then
to work with ngangkaṟi; I reckon there is no
reason why it couldn’t happen here as well
is there? But the other thing I guess it’s time,
I don’t know how long it takes for bush
medicine people to be involved (Interview
General Practitioner 3)
I have worked with ngangkaṟi very
occasionally. Put it this way: I certainly
encourage it if there’s one around (Interview
Medical Practitioner 4)
They are different systems but I don’t see
why you cannot work together (Interview
General Practitioner 3)
We got to work with them, yes working with
them, not this is what we do and this is what
you do and this stuck up business of mine
is better than yours type of thing. Working
together, yes definitely! If you could get
them working together, it would marry the
two systems together beautifully… (Interview
Registered Nurse 5)
Medical practitioners underline how ngangkaṟi
acknowledge the significance of western medicine
and the complementary nature of western and
Aboriginal medical practices.
He was always taking things out of people
that were making them feel bad, and I might
be putting something back that may cure
something. I think he was pretty sure that
what he was doing was important. He would
always go around and say “You always go
around putting things in, I always go around
taking things out!” They know that there
are certainly many aspects to that person’s
illness that they can’t deal with, but there
are certainly some aspects of their illness that
they can deal with. Thinking about the case
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of that boy with a boil on his neck, that’s
an example where ngangkaṟi could pretend
that he could fix that, but in the end what
this person needed was some medicine and
an operation. He could deal with making that
little boy feel better, and he could deal with
making the family feel better, but in the end
what the kid needed was an operation and
some antibiotics (Interview Medical Practitioner 1)
I can’t think of any experience where a
ngangkaṟi says “you should ignore the
doctor’s advice, you should do this”. I can’t
think of that ever happening. It’s never
happened to me. Usually, they don’t give that
sort of advice (Interview Medical Practitioner 3)
They usually cooperate to help the person go
on with medical treatment…they’ve got usually
a quite good relationship with the clinic and
the clinic staff. They don’t act in competition,
but in a more cooperative way (Interview
Medical Practitioner 1)
When we think it is mental illness ngangkaṟi
sometimes help but not usually take over.
They don’t seem to me that they like to take
over in mental illness; they think often that
that should be more like medical, you know,
a clinic medication problem. If somebody’s
acting, behaviour is very abnormal, they
would help sometimes but often they say “it’s
clinic problem” (Interview General Practitioner
2)
They are really quick to know when there
was something they couldn’t deal with; they
recognize that. For example that guy who
hit his head and we weren’t sure whether he
had injured his neck or he had infection in
his brain, that was a kid. He was very quick
to say that there was nothing he could do,
that he thought it was the brain and that
he needed to go to Alice Springs. So he was
very quick to realize that it was something
that he couldn’t fix (Interview Registered
Nurse 3)
That’s why in my experience, if something
got obvious medical implications like a broken
bone or something like that, ngangkaṟi might
help the person to generally give support, but
they don’t try to treat specific problems that
they think’s got the need for a specific medical
journey (Interview General Practitioner 2)
Ngangkaṟi are not claiming to fix everything…
they work together with the clinics and
doctors… (Interview Psychologist 1)

Chapter 8

A New Statewide Policy Framework
You are number one doctor and you’ve got that motorcar,
I am number one ngangkaṟi and I have no motorcar. What about I get a motorcar?
(Interview Medical Practitioner 1)

8.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes a new statewide policy
framework in the South Australian health care
system. This policy framework establishes a
two-way health care model to guarantee the
systematic provision of Aboriginal traditional
medicine hand-in-hand with western medicine.
The statewide policy framework builds on
the body of evidence of this enquiry and
encapsulates a new Aboriginal corporation
established by the Aboriginal traditional healers
from the Aṉangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara:
the Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal
Corporation (ANTAC). The Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi
Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation is founded on the
principle of self-determination and plays a central
role in the proposed policy framework and twoway health care system.

8.2 A new statewide policy framework
The new statewide policy framework provides a
systematic response to the issues and challenges
identified in the current arrangements for the
provision of ngangkaṟi services across South
Australia. It builds on the strengths of current
arrangements and untangles the identified
hindrances. The new statewide policy framework
proposes six core constitutive components in line
with the report’s recommendations:
1. Central body (Rec. 9,13)
2. Ngangkaṟi accreditation process: qualification,
accreditation and registration standards for the
recognition of ngangkaṟi as legitimate health
practitioners (Rec. 6,15,16)
3. Register of accredited ngangkaṟi (Rec. 11,17,18)
4. Ngangkaṟi employment scheme: a state-based
model (Rec. 19,20,21,22)
5. Database on ngangkaṟi interventions (Rec. 23)
6. Health professional training and development
modules on the role of ngangkaṟi in health
care (Rec. 24)

8.3 Central body: the Aṉangu
Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal
Corporation
The Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi
Tjutaku Aboriginal
Corporation (ANTAC) is
a registered Aboriginal
corporation under
the Corporations
(Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander) Act
2006. ANTAC is the
first organisation of
Aboriginal traditional
healers in Australia founded on the principle of
self-determination. In July 2011, the ngangkaṟi
from the Aṉangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara
lands came together and initiated a process of
consultation to self-determine the way in which
they desired to provide their traditional healing
within a two-way health care system. Since then
numerous ngangkaṟi meetings have provided the
forum for ngangkaṟi to discuss and approve the
establishment of their own organization through
an ongoing process of self-determination.
ANTAC is the central body of the proposed
statewide policy framework. ANTAC integrates
the fundamental ingredients for ‘effective
contemporary Indigenous governance’ in the
provision of Aboriginal traditional medicine.
Effective contemporary Indigenous governance,
defined as ‘the more recent melding of our
traditional governance with the requirement to
effectively respond to the wider governance
environment’ (ATSISJC 2012: 89), is considered ‘a
key factor in the realization of human rights and
sustainable development’ (ATSISJC 2012: 84). It
requires Aboriginal people to ‘develop structures
that incorporate both their cultural governance
requirements as well as meeting the requirements
of non-Indigenous governance models’ (ATSISJC
2012: 54).
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ANTAC incorporates two body of law:
Ngangkaṟiku Tjukurpa and the rules of the
CATSI Act 2006. Ngangkaṟiku Tjukurpa and the
CATSI Act 2006 provide the legal foundations
under federal law and Aboriginal customary law
that govern ANTAC’s organisational structure,
decision-making processes and mechanisms,
internal and external accountability.
Ngangkaṟiku Tjukurpa encompasses the whole
Aboriginal traditional knowledge system that
defines and regulates the ngangkaṟi’s traditional
medical system, its methods of healing and
treatment, code of conduct, educational and
training system. Ngangkaṟiku Tjukurpa is the
primary body of law held by the ngangkaṟi and
passed down from generation to generation since
time immemorial. It provides the foundational
customary law on which the ngangkaṟi members
of the Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal
Corporation operate.
The CATSI Act 2006 provides the federal legal
framework on Indigenous corporate governance.
ANTAC, as an Aboriginal corporation registered
under the CATSI Act, complies with the rules
of the Act in relation to its organisational
governance system that includes its organisational
structure, decision-making mechanisms and
processes, internal and external accountability.

8.3.1 Organisational governance
The Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal
Corporation has developed a unique system
of organisational governance. This system is
articulated in the Rulebook of the Aṉangu
Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation.
The Rulebook incorporates the norms on
Aboriginal corporate governance in accordance
with the CATSI Act 2006 and ngangkaṟi’s
traditional customary norms in accordance with
Ngangkaṟiku Tjukurpa.

a) The Rulebook

The Rulebook is the constitutional document
of the Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal
Corporation in compliance with the CATSI Act
2006. It establishes the organizational structure
of the corporation: objectives, membership
requirements, rights and duties of its members
and directors, decision-making mechanisms,
internal and external accountability processes.
The Rulebook also incorporates two constitutive
components of the policy framework: the
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ngangkaṟi accreditation process with its
qualification, accreditation and registration
standards and the Register of ngangkaṟi.
Qualification, accreditation and registration
standards for the recognition of ngangkaṟi as
legitimate health practitioners are established
in accordance with Ngangkaṟiku Tjukurpa and
embedded in the constitutional document of
the corporation. The Register of accredited
ngangkaṟi is part of the ngangkaṟi accreditation
process. The ngangkaṟi members of ANTAC
hold the Register of accredited ngangkaṟi who
comply with the qualification, accreditation and
registration standards.
The Rulebook establishes the corporation’s
objectives, membership and directors’
requirements as follows:

b) Objectives

ANTAC aims to pursue the following objectives:
a) To promote the health and well-being of
Aṉangu people and their communities in the
Aṉangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY)
Lands, across South Australia, and in the cross
border areas of South Australia, Northern
Territory and Western Australia;
b) To provide ngangkaṟi healing services to
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people in:
a. our communities in the APY Lands;
b. hospitals and any health care service
providers in remote, rural and urban areas;
c. police courts, prisons and correctional
services to assist people in custody, people
working with people in custody, and
offenders released into the communities
under supervision;
d. any organizations and institutions that
request our ngangkaṟi healing services;
c) To work with mainstream doctors and
health professionals to provide patients with a
two-way health care;
d) To look after our land, animals and plants.
Our ancestors gave us the land to look after it
and all things on it, including plants, minerals
and animals. Our land is sacred and we need
to look after it through our ngangkaṟi work;
e) To work individually or together with other
ngangkaṟi to ensure that patients receive the
most appropriate healing treatments;
f) To develop and strengthen our ngangkaṟi

skills and practices through ceremonies and
regular visits to our sacred sites;
g) To pass down on our ngangkaṟi children
and future generations our ancient and unique
ngangkaṟi knowledge;
h) To provide ngangkaṟi children with an
ongoing training to ensure the learning,
development and strengthening of their
ngangkaṟi healing skills and practices.
i) To ensure that our ngangkaṟi children are
nurtured to grow healthy and skillful to provide
ngangkaṟi healing to people, communities, and
the land (ANTAC Rulebook, rule 2)

c) Membership

The members of the Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku
Aboriginal Corporation are exclusively ngangkaṟi.
The ngangkaṟi have established three criteria
to become a member of their corporation. The
criteria include:
a. ngangkaṟi must be Aṉangu Pitjantjatjara
Yankunytjatjara;
b. ngangkaṟi must be 15 years old;
c. ngangkaṟi must be recognised as ngangkaṟi
by their community (ANTAC Rulebook, rule 3);
Membership to the corporation is subject
to these three criteria and the ngangkaṟi
accreditation process. The ngangkaṟi who
participated at the pre-incorporation meeting
have become members upon registration
pursuant to the CATSI Act 2006;

d) Directors

The Board of Directors directs the Aṉangu
Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation. The
Board of Directors comprises five directors
endowed with the responsibility to make
decisions about the affairs of the corporation,
and how the corporation is run and managed.
The Directors must be ngangkaṟi members
of the corporation and must include at least
2 ngangkaṟi women and 2 ngangkaṟi men
(ANTAC Rulebook, rule 6).

8.4 Ngangkaṟi accreditation process:
qualification, accreditation and
registration standards
The ngangkaṟi accreditation process establishes
a process of certification for qualified ngangkaṟi
(ANTAC Rulebook, rule 3.4). The ngangkaṟi
accreditation process aims to guarantee that

only qualified ngangkaṟi become members
of the Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal
Corporation. The accreditation process is
grounded on Ngangkaṟiku Tjukurpa, the ngangkaṟi
Law which regulates the skills development and
learning process of ngangkaṟi’s educational and
training model.
The ngangkaṟi accreditation process entails the
following stages:
1. A ngangkaṟi apply to become member of
the corporation by oral communication to
the Directors of the corporation;
2. The applicant ngangkaṟi must fulfill the
membership criteria stated in rule 3 of
the Rulebook to be eligible to apply;
3. The Directors will call a general meeting;
4. All ngangkaṟi members of the corporation
will gather at the general meeting to
assess whether the applicant ngangkaṟi
satisfies the qualification, accreditation and
registration criteria in accordance with
Ngangkaṟiku Tjukurpa;
5. All ngangkaṟi members of the corporation
verify whether the applicant ngangkaṟi
has acquired the appropriate skills and
methods of healing in accordance with the
ngangkaṟi educational and training model;
6. All ngangkaṟi members of the corporation
verify whether the applicant ngangkaṟi
can perform the healing in line with
Ngangkaṟiku Tjukurpa;
7. All ngangkaṟi members of the corporation
determine whether the applicant
ngangkaṟi is a qualified ngangkaṟi by
resolution at the general meeting;
8. The applicant ngangkaṟi is notified of the
outcome of the resolution and its rationale;
9. The qualified ngangkaṟi becomes member
of ANTAC and listed in the Register of
accredited ngangkaṟi.

8.5 Register of accredited ngangkaṟi

The Register of accredited ngangkaṟi provides a
legitimate source to identify and access qualified
ngangkaṟi for the provision of ngangkaṟi services
across South Australia. The Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi
Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation holds the
Register of accredited ngangkaṟi. The Register
is an essential component of the ngangkaṟi
accreditation process established by the Aṉangu
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Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation.
The Register includes the list of qualified
ngangkaṟi who have been accredited through
the accreditation process established in rule 3.4
of the ANTAC Rulebook. The Register contains
all relevant information regarding the accredited
ngangkaṟi. Ngangkaṟi who stop being members
of the corporation will be listed in the Register of
former ngangkaṟi (ANTAC Rulebook, rules 4.1- 4.3).
ANTAC’s ngangkaṟi accreditation process
regulated by qualification, accreditation and
registration standards, and the Register of
accredited ngangkaṟi respond to the widespread
evidence-based demand for a legitimate and
systematic mechanism to access qualified
ngangkaṟi not only in the South Australian health
care system but also correctional services, other
agencies and the general public.

8.6 Ngangkaṟi employment scheme: a
state-based model
The enquiry shows that remuneration for ngangkaṟi
is tainted by three problematic issues: rate variation,
lack of a consistent payment schedule, lack of
a standard payment process. These issues have
significant implications on the fluctuation of demand
for ngangkaṟi services, level of remuneration, and
capability of health services to offer consistent
ngangkaṟi services to their patients.
The statewide policy framework proposes
the introduction of a state-based ngangkaṟi
employment scheme to guarantee a fair
remuneration for ngangkaṟi as legitimate
traditional health care practitioners. The ngangkaṟi
employment scheme should be anchored to a
three-fold structure:
1. Contract employees: remuneration based
		 on a fee-for-service payment schedule;
2. Full-time employees: remuneration based on
		 an employment standards scheme;
3. Part-time employees: remuneration based
		 on a fractional employment standards
		 scheme.
This three-fold ngangkaṟi employment scheme
requires the development of a consistent fee-forservice payment schedule to guarantee a fair and
consistent remuneration for fee-for-service based
contractual arrangements; and the development
of an employment standards scheme to
guarantee a fair and consistent remuneration
for full-time and part-time employment
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arrangements. The Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku
Aboriginal Corporation will develop the three-fold
ngangkaṟi employment scheme in partnership with
relevant government departments, mainstream
and Aboriginal community controlled health
services.
The ngangkaṟi employment scheme requires also
a consistent payment process in line with broader
financial requirements. The Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi
Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation will negotiate the
payment process in partnership with relevant
government departments, mainstream and
Aboriginal community controlled health services
and process payments to accredited ngangkaṟi
for the traditional healing services provided. The
state-based model could include the allocation
of a ‘ngangkaṟi provider number’ for ANTAC’s
accredited ngangkaṟi to facilitate the application
of a consistent and systematic statewide payment
process.

8.7 Database on ngangkaṟi interventions
The Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal
Corporation will develop a systematic database
on ngangkaṟi interventions provided by accredited
ngangkaṟi member of the corporation. The
creation of a systematic database will be part
of ANTAC’s operational activities. The database
will develop a systematic evidence-based dataset
on ngangkaṟi episodes of care. The dataset
will contribute to provide a systematic body
of relevant information in relation to the role
of ngangkaṟi in the health care system; and to
develop a more comprehensive patient history
according to a two-way health care model.

8.8 Educational programs for health
professional training and development
The development and introduction of educational
programs on the role of ngangkaṟi in health
care is considered an important component of
the proposed policy framework. The inclusion
of training modules in health professional
training and development can foster a reciprocal
understanding between western medical
practitioners and Aboriginal traditional practitioners
on their reciprocal contribution to the health
and well-being of patients. It can contribute to
strengthen the collaboration between western
medical practitioners and Aboriginal traditional
practitioners, and operationalise a two-way health
care model through the effective delivery of twoway health care services.

8.9 Benefits of the proposed statewide
policy framework
The adoption of the proposed statewide policy
framework to guarantee the systematic provision
of Aboriginal traditional medicine hand-in-hand
with western medicine in the South Australian
health care system has the potential to further
Australia’s Indigenous health policy making and
make a significant contribution to Closing the
Gap in the health status of Aboriginal people.

Recommendation 25:
It is recommended that a new
statewide policy framework
be adopted to guarantee the
systematic provision of ngangkaṟi
services across South Australia. The
policy framework establishes a twoway health care model based on
six constitutive components:

1. The Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku
Aboriginal Corporation as
the central body for the
coordination, administration and
delivery of ngangkaṟi services

2. A ngangkaṟi accreditation
process with qualification,
accreditation and registration
standards for the recognition of
ngangkaṟi as legitimate health
practitioners
3. A Register of accredited
ngangkaṟi

4. A ngangkaṟi employment
scheme grounded on a statebased model
5. A systematic database on
ngangkaṟi interventions

6. Introduction of health
professional training and
development modules on the
role of ngangkaṟi in health care

The benefits of the proposed policy framework
are discussed in the following sections.

8.9.1 Compliance with international
human rights standards
The application of the statewide policy
framework and two-way health care model in
South Australia provides a landmark model which
aligns with international human rights standards.
First, the inclusion of Aboriginal traditional
medicine in the South Australian health care
system fulfils the holistic conception of health
as recognised under international human rights
law. The Declaration of Alma-Ata acknowledges
that ‘…health, which is a state of complete
physical, mental and social wellbeing, and not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity, is a
fundamental human right…’. Second, it brings
together the international legal standards defining
the right to health (ICESCR, art.12), the key
principles of international human rights law
and the Indigenous peoples’ right to health as
recognised in article 24 of the UN Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The key
principles of international human rights law
applicable to addressing the Indigenous health
disadvantage are the ‘non-discrimination principle’
and the ‘progressive realization principle’. The
‘non-discrimination principle’ set out in article
1.2 of the United Nations Convention on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (UNCESCR)
recognizes the right of all people to exercise
their rights, including the right to health, without
any discrimination; whereas the ‘progressive
realization principle’ (UNCESCR, art.1.1) requires
state parties to take any appropriate steps
to ensure the progressive realization of the
Conventions’ rights. The adoption of these
principles in Australia’s Indigenous health policy
agenda (ATSISJC 2006; AHRC and SCIHQ 2008;
ATSISJC 2009; CGSC 2010; FaHCSIA 2009;
Australian Government 2010) has a significant
impact on the Australian government’s obligation
to rectify Indigenous Australians’ health inequality.
It sanctions the Australian government’s legal
responsibility to close the health inequality gap
suffered by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people and to take time-bound targeted ‘special
measures’ to ensure achievable health outcomes.
It also reaffirms the direct link between the
Australian government’s obligation to respect,
protect and fulfil Indigenous Australians’ right
to health and the design, implementation and
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The evidence presented in this
report paves the way for the
recognition and practice of
Aboriginal traditional medicine
hand-in-hand
with western medicine
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